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ETUDE HC
HOMECARE BED

Etude HC Homecare Bed
The ETUDE HC Homecare bed, with its attractive aesthetics, flexible design, simple operation and easy handling is the ideal
choice for community home care.
The ETUDE HC is the only advanced homecare bed to offer Shear Management Technology as a standard feature, reducing
shear and friction providing superior comfort and safety. The SMT feature is provided through the auto-regression of the head
section while repositioning in ETUDE HC through use of the 8 function hand control.

Features and Options
Modern and Flexible
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ETUDE HC delivers a modern, streamlined and discreet design perfectly
complimenting any interior. The ETUDE HC can be configured with attractive wood
side panels and a choice of safety rails to accommodate specific transfer, safety and
support requirements. ETUDE HC provides a deck height ranging from 7.8” to 26.5”,
the best in the industry. The simple to use 8 function hand control enables the user
or caregiver to lock out specific functions for increased safety.
Easy Handling & Storage
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1. Built in Dual Height Brackets.
2. Shear Management Technology.
3. Transport and Storage Kit.
4.Support Handle.
5. Lifting Support Trapeze Kit.
6. 4" and 8" Extension Kit.

ETUDE HC recognizes that portability, storage and set-up are important features for
users and caregivers alike. The simplistic design allows for simple assembly without
tools and transport can be managed safely and comfortably as each section of
ETUDE HC weighs less than 52 lbs. Smooth roll 3” locking casters enable the bed to
be easily manoeuvered within the home.
Highest Safety Levels
The ETUDE HC conforms to the IEC bed standard IEC60601-2-52.
This equates to the highest degree of safety for both the client and the caregiver.
The 8 function pendant enables the caregiver to lock out any of the beds functions
for enhanced patient safety. ETUDE HC’s selection of side rail supports have all met
the demands for strength and entrapment guidelines required in the new safety
standards for beds. Visit www.invacare.ca for more information.
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Frame colour and wood work

Warranty
5 years on frame, 3 years on actuators, 2 years on pendant and electronics.
Warranty against manufacturing defects and does not include normal wear, misuse or abuse.
Custom modifications to ETUDE HC void manufactuer Warranty.
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